HB 7031 passed the House on January 29, 2020, as SB 596.

The bill is a general reviser’s bill of technical nature that deletes expired or obsolete language; corrects cross references and grammatical errors; removes inconsistencies, redundancies, and unnecessary repetition in the statutes; improves the clarity of the statutes and facilitates their correct interpretation; and confirms the restoration of provisions unintentionally omitted from republication in the Legislature’s acts during the amendatory process.

Pursuant to House Rule 12.3(e), a reviser’s bill cannot be amended except to delete a bill section.

This bill has no fiscal impact.

This bill was approved by the Governor on February 12, 2020, ch. 2020-2, L.O.F., and becomes effective on the 60th day after adjournment sine die.
I. SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

A. EFFECT OF CHANGES:

The general reviser's bill is technical and non-substantive in nature. The bill amends, deletes, and reenacts various statutory provisions. Further, the bill deletes expired or obsolete language; corrects cross-references and grammatical errors; removes inconsistencies, redundancies, and unnecessary repetition in the statutes; improves the clarity of the statutes and facilitates their correct and proper interpretation; and confirms the restoration of provisions unintentionally omitted from republication in the Legislature's acts during the amendatory process.

II. FISCAL ANALYSIS & ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

A. FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE GOVERNMENT:
   1. Revenues:
      None
   2. Expenditures:
      None

B. FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
   1. Revenues:
      None
   2. Expenditures:
      None

C. DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT ON PRIVATE SECTOR:
   None

D. FISCAL COMMENTS:

The general reviser’s bill is a technical, non-substantive bill. The bill has no fiscal impact on state or local government or on the private sector.